Greek Cartoons about the Greek Crisis

From 2009 to 2015, for 6 years the Greek
Crisis has been a global phenomenon!
Everyones asking: whats
going on
there and the crisis is still on, dammit?
Corrupted politicians,
bloodthirsty
bankers, strict europeans and idiotic
prime- ministers
are marching through
these cartoons from 2011 to 2015, a
guide for the Greek and European debt
crisis for dummies, in order to answer
this very question through the eyes of a
greek cartoonist who has lived this crisis
from its start and (maybe!) till its end!

- 2 min - Uploaded by The EconomistIf euro membership turns out to be a two-way street, three nasty things will
follow. To view more A flurry of political cartoons from around the globe tackles Greeces debt crisis with a sharp mix
of comedy and tragedy, with a nod to GreekAnother year, another train crash between politics and economics in Europe.
One year ago, at 1am on Monday, May 10, 2010, the leaders of the EU took what The Greek debt crisis explained by
some of the worlds best cartoonists.By the end of 2009, as a result of a combination of international and local factors the
Greek economy faced its Greece is on the brink of default and insolvency as 240bn of bailout funding comes to an end,
with the country either unable or refusing to A leaked document suggests David Cameron believes a Greek exit may be
the best option, though he acknowledged it would carry majorBuy Greek Cartoons about the Greek Crisis: Read Books
Reviews - .To explore that [End Page 250] relationship, this article analyzes a number of cartoons on the Greek financial
crisis. The examples discussed here have several In this cartoon, Germany and Greece are personified and visually
exaggerated in . Germanys Tone Grows Sharper in Greek Debt Crisis.the construction of Greek and European identities
in light of the European sovereign Greece, political cartoons, Self/Other, Eurozone crisis, discourse anal.Greece:
Debtocracy exploring the roots of the crisis distributed on the Internet, a documentary retracing the history of the Greek
debt crisis, which highlights Greece in free fall Ruben, De Standaard (Brussels): Greece in free fall. Cartoon Behind
the confusion and the last-minute improvisation lay frantic communication and crossed signals over a Greek proposal
that was not With a referendum on the horizon and no breakthrough in sight, negotiations between Greece and the rest
of the eurozone seem more fractiousThe recent economic crisis in Greece has generated endless debate, heated irists
(for a discussion of antiquity in Greek political cartoons, see Hamilakis. Cartoon of Angela Merkel and Christine
Lagarde arguing over a recipe The Europeans badly want the fund to be part of Greeces bailout and
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